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The flow around cylinder is the classic subject areas of fluid mechanics. The 
changes of the cylindrical geometry structure have many practical applications in 
engineering application. Such as, the cylinder with spilt can be used as the vortex 
generator in a vortex flow meters, or a core component in the shower-head . The flow 
around the cylinder with split structure and changes of the physical mechanism are 
rarely found in many studies by far. 
The present thesis work focuses on the influence of slit-vent modification on the 
flow field variation of a cylinder's wake flow and the modulating effect on vortex 
shedding frequency. Based on the FLUENT software platform, the vortex cycle 
changes of  three different wide apertures slit-vent cylinder ( s/d=0.1,0.15,0.2 ) are 
studied, on the five different Reynolds numbers conditions ( Re=1500, 3000, 4400, 
5600, 7200 ). According to the  CFD ( Computational Fluid Dynamics) calculation 
results, there are a series of fluctuation oscillation of vortex structure in the  internal 
of the slit-vent cylinder. This phenomenon is due to the effects of the boundary layer 
blowing and suction . The effects influence the near cylinder wake flow structure and 
the Karman vortex street frequency, and it make the Strouhal number heighten. 
Experimental measurements were carried out in the Fluid Mechanics & PIV 
Laboratory (FMPL）of Xiamen University. This experimental platform can conduct 
measurements by different test configurations including circulating water channel test 
and towing trolley test. Experiment contents contained qualitative flow visualization 
and quantitative measurements. The aim of flow visualization was to have a deep 
insight into physical mechanism of flow field, while the quantitative parts included 
direct force measurement using balance and the near wake flow field measurement 
employing PIV system. The PIV system is established by combination of 
high-frequency laser and high-speed camera, as well as good-following Polyamid 
Seeding Particles. Detailed PIV measurement on field features of flow around a 















Subsequently, drag features of baseline circular cylinder and modified one were 
studied by six-component force balance directly. 
A large number of PIV data were acquired and evaluated to obtain the 
instantaneous flow structure as well as the time-averaged feature of wake flow past 
both slit-vent cylinder and baseline cylinder. Results on the influence of slit-vent on 
vortex shedding and flow features in the near wake were studied systematically. 
Meanwhile, complete periodical evolution of vortex generation and shedding in the 
near wake flow was analyzed, and the vortex shedding frequency alteration under 
different water channel speeds was also studied. 
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α: 缝隙角度 sin-1(s/d) 
β: 圆柱缝隙中心线与自由来流速度方向夹角 
φ : 流动停滞点位置角度 
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